This study aims to utilize the new gravity P-median model to conduct an empirical study for the spatial equilibrium layout of general hospitals in the urban area of Nanjing City, based on multiple requirements for spatial equilibrium, involving spatial equity-efficiency, service utility fairness, and utilization efficiency. The major results are as follows: (1) the new layout can achieve the goal of obtaining a proximate, high-quality medical service in 30 min even for those who reside on the outskirts, which is less than the current 65.6 min. Moreover, the new layout corresponds better to the population distribution and traffic network layout. (2) When compared with several typical characteristics of accessibility to hospitals, including severe gradient variation, five high-value centers, and the efficiency orientation in the current layout, the new demonstrates distinctive ones: comparatively moderate accessibility variation; more relatively high-value areas scattered in different parts of the city; more convenient accessibility on the outskirts; a better balance of the equitable appeal from the inhabitants residing in different areas. (3) The new layout can attain spatial equilibrium at a higher level, the representative indices to measure spatial equity, spatial efficiency, chance fairness, and utilization efficiency have been ameliorated by 54%, 13%, 63%, 14%, respectively. The study reveals that: (1) The new gravity P-median model has the validity and practicability in solving facility location and scale configuration problems with high time complexity, under complicated situations due to multiple targets and multi-agent competition. (2) The model can be applied to decision making related to public infrastructure planning in different types of development areas, by setting concerning parameters or making some minor adjustments to the model in different scenarios. Such research can provide some reference for the location-allocation problem of high-grade facilities in metropolises, and support the decision-making basis for urban infrastructure planning.
Introduction
Spatial equilibrium allocation of public facilities is an effective approach to maximize social welfare by allocating public resources rationally [1] . How to balance the equity and efficiency is a critical step to achieve spatial equilibrium in public service resources distribution [2] . Yet, in many circumstances during the process of city development, the authorities concerned have been prone to put more emphasis upon either equity or efficiency at certain development stages, subject to the level of social and economic development. Just as in China, fairness or efficiency have alternately been the dominant orientation for public service resources distribution in each period from the 1950s to the opening up of the economy, and then to the present day. Since the opening up of the economy, The conceptual framework can be seen in Figure 2 and Section 2.1. Other relevant subjects will be elaborated in the other sections below.
The rest of this paper has four parts: Section 2 shows the methodology and material, including the connotation analysis and decomposition of "spatial equilibrium", the mathematical expression, and construction ideas of the new gravity P-median model, the explanation of related data and parameter selection; Section 3 carries out the analysis of the empirical results; Section 4 includes related discussions; and Section 5 presents the final conclusions. The rest of this paper has four parts: Section 2 shows the methodology and material, including the connotation analysis and decomposition of "spatial equilibrium", the mathematical expression, and construction ideas of the new gravity P-median model, the explanation of related data and parameter selection; Section 3 carries out the analysis of the empirical results; Section 4 includes related discussions; and Section 5 presents the final conclusions. to abstract probability allocation rule -Huff rule, to reflect the competition situation for hospitals spatial equity spatial efficiency service utility (chance)equity scale option scale threshold u t i l i z a t i o n e f f i c i e n c y by introducing D0, to control the maximal travel cost to the nearest hospital to introduce scale factor Qj, to achieve appropriate scale of each hospital new gravity P-median model ( construction process has been published, Song et al.,2016) spatial equilibrium allocation of metropolitan public large general hospitals based on welfare maximisation principle to promote the empirical research of spatial interaction model for large spatial scale and complex problems to provide a basis for facilities planning and decision-making in metro or urban emerging, developing or renewal area to provide reference for facility location decision-making approach in multiagent game under complex circumstances to set Q0 to set minimum facility scale Q0
( the perspective of Welfare Economics (mainly discussing how society members select the reasonable way to achieve the maximising satisfaction in utilization of the limited public resource) equity (embodied in the course of differentiated resource allocation) sufficient condition efficiency (to achieve through operation management) necessary condition the idea of equitable "income"(herein focusing on public resource) distribution the essential requirement of economic efficiency for lower cost or higher profit spatial equilibrium (the goal and orientation of spatial organization of regional public resources elements) the perspective of Human Geography (studying the location and spatial organization of geographical elements, revealing their spatial differentiation and putting forward optimization countermeasures.) equity (to achieve the acceptable difference in potential spatial accessibility to service and the opportunity to obtain relatively high-quality services) Figure 2 . A diagram for conceptual framework.
Methodology and Materials

Spatial Allocation Goal of Urban General Hospitals-Spatial Equilibrium
The definition of the term 'welfare maximization' has long been discussed by scholars. We claim that it is welfare maximization for the majority of regional residents, achieving a relatively high spatial effect with a low total cost, based on balancing the efficiency and equity [28] . Moreover, the realization of integrating efficiency and fairness at the spatial level can be considered to achieve the decision orientation of spatial equilibrium [5, 6, 11, 29] .
Spatial equilibrium is almost the fundamental goal of public facility spatial distribution, which can bring about numerous profits to regional social sustainability and public welfare rational distribution [1] . Currently, numerous scholars have discussed and focused on either spatial efficiency or equity in the distribution of facilities, including Mirchandani and Francis (1990) [30] , Marsh and Schilling (1994) [31] , Drezner (2004) [32] , Tsou et al. (2005) [33] , Drezner and Drezner (2007) [34] , Yasenovskiy and Hodgson (2007) [11] , Puerto et al. (2009) [35] , Ma et al. (2017) [36] , Wu et al. (2018) [37] , and so forth. Nevertheless, there is less literature discussing how to achieve all-round "social welfare maximization" and "spatial equilibrium" at the level of the location of public facilities.
Obviously, to achieve spatial equilibrium of general hospitals, the coordination of both equity and efficiency are required [38] . Taking one city as an example, on the one hand, it is necessary to serve as many social members as possible within the limited resources of the public financial budget, based on the overall interest of all citizens, which is consistent with the idea of economic efficiency as the primary aim in Welfare Economics (shown Figure 2) . On the other hand, the equality of 
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Spatial Allocation Goal of Urban General Hospitals-Spatial Equilibrium
Obviously, to achieve spatial equilibrium of general hospitals, the coordination of both equity and efficiency are required [38] . Taking one city as an example, on the one hand, it is necessary to serve as many social members as possible within the limited resources of the public financial budget, based on the overall interest of all citizens, which is consistent with the idea of economic efficiency as the primary aim in Welfare Economics (shown Figure 2) . On the other hand, the equality of opportunity to access high-quality medical resources should be valued, based on the desire of the social individual, which is in accordance with the concept of reasonable distribution as the desirably critical aim in Welfare Economics (shown in Figure 2 ).
It will be more comprehensive to analyze equity and efficiency as based on the interests of both the supply and demand sides from the perspectives of geography and economics (Table 1) . When taking public demand as the starting point, spatial equity mainly refers to the fairness of convenient travel to health facilities for residents, which puts emphasis on nearby access to services within certain travel costs [33] . According to the same starting point, from the perspective of economic service utility, equity means the fairness of service quality to ensure that residents can receive relatively fair and high-quality services within the range of acceptable difference, which is closely associated with appropriate scale selection for each facility [5, 6] . Whilst, starting from the strategic orientation of governmental financial resource utilization, spatial efficiency from the geography perspective mainly refers to the pursuit of overall travel cost minimization [4] [5] [6] 10, 34] . Consequently, the majority of large-scale facilities are usually located in densely populated areas to achieve this goal. From the perspective of economics, efficiency refers to financial utilization efficiency, which is largely determined by the facility scale effect, and is also achieved by guaranteeing the minimal scale.
Considering the interaction of supply-demand and the connotation of spatial equilibrium, the goal of spatial allocation of general hospitals in the vast proportion of Chinese metropolises should be positioned inclining slightly toward efficiency, meanwhile, ensuring equity over a long period of time. The spatial configuration requirement can be positioned as follows: the hospitals should have a relatively concentrated distribution owing to more emphasis on spatial efficiency by configuring those superior resources to densely-populated areas with excellent traffic conditions, which can contribute to efficient travel for almost all residents, whilst, from the angle of spatial equity, convenient access by all residents to services should be ensured, by establishing restrictions of maximal travel distance to the facilities. Additionally, limiting the minimum scale of hospitals and calculating the appropriate scale of each facility under the total scale constraint can be conducive to achieving the equity and efficiency requirements from the perspective of Economics. (6) and (7) in step (4); 2 Equations (4) and (5) in step (3) It is notable that the key point is to clarify the correlation among welfare maximization, spatial equilibrium, and equity-efficiency (shown in Figure 2) . Additionally, the aforementioned allocation goal will be decomposed into an objective function and constraint conditions in Section 2.3. Briefly, the idea of welfare maximization is linked with spatial equilibrium under the equity-efficiency game, and can be realized in the decision-making of facility location. Then, spatial equilibrium measurement is directed to a series of layout evaluation indices (shown in Table 2 in Section 3.2).
2.2. The Construction Process and Mathematical Expression of the New Gravity P-Median Model 2.2.1. Probability Rule Notably, location-allocation model construction or application is actually an optimization problem or mathematical programming problem [10, 39, 40] . The allocating rule is the core part of the framework of location-allocation models, and it refers to how the demand point makes a spatial connection with the target point. Generally, for general hospitals, when residents go for the first visit before diagnosis, which is a specific condition in this paper, the spatial interaction between supply and demand is highly consistent with the random probability rule [6] .
The realistic scenario of the probability (gravity) rule was illustrated and abstracted based on the spatial interaction between the supply side and the demand side. Primarily, the geographical implications for the supply and demand sides should be explained. The supply side is usually characterized by facilities located at certain points in spatial analysis. The demand side refers to the groups who reside at each demand point respectively corresponding to geographical units for the certain scale, which can usually be characterized by the community point, town point, and what not. In many studies, one settlement point is usually taken as the entire unit. Hence, the choice of these dwellers in one unit is assumed to be consistent. Given the interaction between supply and demand, the probability that the customers originating from one demand point divide their patronage among all the general hospitals of the study area is proportional to the technical level of one hospital, usually characterized by the hospital scale, and is inversely proportional to the distance to the freely-selected hospital. This approach is consistent with the idea of the Huff model [41] . Such a method of assigning consumers to the linked facilities based on the probability calculation is the probability (gravity) rule [34] .
The Construction Process of the New Gravity P-Median Model
The classic P-median model has been well researched in the literature (see, e.g., Reference [34, [42] [43] [44] ), as the basic formation to build the new model. As noted by Owen and Daskin [43] , the P-median model is used to find the location of P facilities so as to minimize the total demand-weighted travel distance between customers and facilities. In this model, demands will naturally be assigned entirely to the nearest facility, and all facilities are implicitly assumed to have equal capacity. Accordingly, three limits can be found in it. Firstly, the objective is limited to be a one-way efficiency orientation [44] . Secondly, the consumers are directed by a central command to the closest facility [34] . Thirdly, the scales of all facilities are neglected and assumed to be equal [45, 46] . To overcome these limitations, the corresponding improvements were achieved in the new gravity P-median model, which were constructed and tested by us in a smaller area with a lower data magnitude [5, 6] .
We developed the new gravity P-median model through the modification of the P-median model, from four aspects of the distribution rule, spatial equilibrium achievement, minimum capacity threshold, and appropriate scale, for each facility. It is notable that we formulate the problem on a network. The construction process is as follows, and the relevant parameters and formulas can be found in the "notations and models" below.
(1) The allocation rule was innovated based on the probability (gravity) rule, as mentioned above in Section 2.2.1 and absorbed from Drezner and Drezner (2007) [34] , to replace the central command rule. The concrete process is that: first, we define the free selection probability that the customer residing at demand point i is served by a facility located at node j is A ij /A i , in Equation (1) below. "A ij " refers to the potential accessibility that the customer residing at demand point i patronizes the selected facility located at node j, and "A i " refers to the potential accessibility that a demand point i is served by all the facilities for the set of facilities P [47] . Second, the "probability" is brought into the objective function of the "classical" P-median model. Third, the parameter "Y ij " in the P-median model is replaced with "X j ", which can enable all demand points to establish contact with their selected facility for the set of facilities P. Thus, the new objective function Z of Equation (1) below was formed.
(2) The spatial equity target was introduced in the model, which can contribute to the spatial equilibrium achievement with efficiency, rather than the single spatial efficiency orientation, as in the P-median model. The spatial efficiency target can be achieved by the objective function, as Equation (1). Such fulfilment can be beneficial to the welfare authorities to support relatively convenient and efficient health services with limited financial resources.
Whilst, the spatial equity can be achieved through drawing the maximum travel cost D 0 into the constraint conditions, which can ensure that each demand point can harbor the opportunity to access the relatively high-quality service, it can remedy the deficiency caused by the single efficiency target. The relevant constraint conditions involve Equations (8)- (11).
(3) Solving both the location and scale simultaneously was achieved by imbedding the scale factor Q j which characterize the service capacity of facility j into the "classical" P-median model, as in Equation (1). Each Q j can contribute to the chance fairness of city dwellers to access the public service [44] and the facilities' utilization efficiency [5, 6] . The relevant constraint conditions are related with Equations (4) and (5). (4) The introduction of "Q 0 ", the minimal scale of a single facility, is the basic guarantee of high-quality service and is selected based on the current facilities management guidelines. It will exert positive effects in supporting the differential services within the acceptable range, accomplishing the chance equity for service quality, and effectively guaranteeing the utilization efficiency of facilities. The relevant constraint conditions are related with Equations (6) and (7).
Through the modification, the new gravity P-median model can be written as Equations (1)- (11). The necessary notations are as follows:
Notations: Let:
Z be the objective function; N of cardinality n, be the set of all numbers of alternative facility nodes or, N = {1, 2, . . . , n}; M of cardinality m, be the set of demand points, M = {1, 2, . . . , m}; N 0 be the set of non-negative integers; i be the index of the demand node; j be the index of the potential facility site; P be the amount of facilities located, and the set of facilities, j ∈ P; W i be the demand quantity for demand point i; D ij be the travel cost between demand point i and facility j, which can be distance, time, expense, and the like; E j be the demand population scale competition coefficient of a facility located at node j; K be the total scale of all facilities; β be the distance attenuation coefficient, in this study the distance function applies the power exponent form; A ij be the amount of potentially accessible service resources of the customers residing at demand point i served by the facility located at node j, which in this article refers to the general hospital j; A i be the total amount of the potentially accessible service resources of demand point i patronizing all facilities in the study area; D 0 be the maximum travel cost between a demand point i and the corresponding adjacent facility; Q j be the capacity (scale) of each facility j, and, for general hospitals, it is usually characterized by the number of beds or personnel;
Q 0 be the minimum scale of a single facility; X j be the 0/1 decision variable, taking 1 to indicate that the location of j has one facility, and taking 0 to represent the opposite; Y ij be 0/1 decision variable, taking 1 to indicate that the facility j can provide service for the demand point i, taking 0 to means the opposite.
Models:
Equation (1) minimizes the total demand-weighted distance based on the probability. This is the distance travelled by all customers residing at each demand point to the facilities for the set of facilities P.
Equation (2) refers to the total number of all the located facilities, P, within the study area.
Equation (3) refers to whether there is a facility located at the candidate j; 0 means no, 1 means yes.
Equation (4) refers to service capacity or scale Q j of each facility, Q j is a non-negative integer.
Equation (5) refers to the total service capacity of all facilities located within study area is K.
Equation (6) limits the scale of candidate points with facilities to be more than Q 0 , and 1,000,000 represents a very large number.
Equation (7) limits the scale of candidate points without facilities located to be 0, and 1,000,000 represents a very large number.
Equation (8) means whether the demand point located at node i can establish a connection with a facility located at node j; 0 is no, 1 is yes.
Equation (9) limits that one demand point i can only patronize the candidate point where a facility is located.
Equation (10) means one demand point must, and can, only select one facility at a time.
Equation (11) refers to the distance between one demand point i and the connected facility j which should be within D o .
As stated in Song et al. (2016) [6] , according to the classical P-median model, the facilities tend to be located in densely populated areas with convenient transportation conditions to ensure total travel efficiency. Nonetheless, the new gravity P-median model endeavors to simultaneously consider the population and traffic situation, the interaction between supply and demand, financial costs, and other factors, and to search for a new layout solution relatively close to the actual needs.
Empirical Area and Data Preparation
Empirical Regional Introduction and Basic Data Acquisition
In this paper, the nine counties of Nanjing City, except Gaochun District and Lishui, hereinafter referred to as the Nanjing urban area, were selected as the empirical area. Given that we have lived in Nanjing, one of China's metropolises, for many years and have gone through the process, in which urban expansion was incompatible with public service resources allocation, we selected this city as our study area. Fortunately, we can obtain the necessary and reliable data more swiftly. The basic data of the general hospitals, communities, population, and traffic network were from obtained from the respective authorities, and their locations were verified according to a Baidu map to confirm whether the location was unchanged, which disclosed and updated the basic geographic information of the overwhelming majority of social and economic objects of each Chinese city. The first step to decide where to locate the hospital is to determine the number, which is based on the current hospital allocation policy for preliminary judgment and, ultimately, can be determined by comparing the fairness and efficiency of different layout schemes. In this study, the hospital number is not taken as an object of inquiry. In fact, the determination of the number will require significant effort. We assumed that the number of secondary and tertiary general hospitals in the optimization was the same with the current layout, that is, P = 25. 
Determination of Key Constraints or Variables in the New Gravity P-Median Model
(1) Facilities amount, P:
The first step to decide where to locate the hospital is to determine the number, which is based on the current hospital allocation policy for preliminary judgment and, ultimately, can be determined by comparing the fairness and efficiency of different layout schemes. In this study, the hospital number is not taken as an object of inquiry. In fact, the determination of the number will require significant effort. We assumed that the number of secondary and tertiary general hospitals in the optimization was the same with the current layout, that is, P = 25. (2) The minimum facility scale, Q 0 :
According to the current regulation on the minimum scale of secondary general hospitals, a bed number of 100 is the minimum scale of each facility.
(3) The maximum travel cost, D 0 , among the costs of all demand points to the nearest hospitals: The D 0 value was determined by the present accessibility situation and by questionnaires. The parents or other family members of elementary and middle school students completed about 400 questionnaires. In this survey, we sent out 600 questionnaires. The ideal travel time of the residents to the nearest hospital was determined to be 30 min. (4) The service capacity amount, K, of all facilities:
The new model was discussed in a relatively static framework. The total service capacity of all facilities was set to be remain at 15,843 beds. (5) Attenuation coefficient, β:
It was determined to be 2, based on the experimental comparison.
Results and Analysis
Spatial Distribution Description of Current and Suggested Hospitals Layouts
We selected AIMMS (3.13 Edition) as the operating platform, which is one of the five most important algebraic modelling languages and is from AIMMS B.V. (formerly named Paragon Decision Technology B.V.) with offices in The Netherlands, United States, China, and Singapore. We applied the Cplex12.5 solver to perform calculations. The model solution was achieved by an embedded branch and bound algorithm. After a number of experiments, the relatively appropriate result was selected.
In the current layout, some areas with rapid population expansion, such as the east of Qixia County (Xianlin region and Longtan town), Jiangning District, and part of the Jiangbei New Area (Pukou District, Luhe District and Baguazhou Town of Qixia District) suffered from a shortage of hospitals ( Figure 3) . It is obvious that many parts of the current layout are incompatible with the population distribution and overall transportation conformation.
On the contrary, among the calculated locations, a hospital is in the same location, and the remaining 24 are reconfigured (Figure 4) . The new layout of the hospitals is relatively balanced and can achieve a convenient medical service for residents. On the basis of the scale gradient, the distribution presents three major levels: First, in the core area of the city, there are nine large hospitals, which can effectively guarantee the medical needs of the most densely populated areas. Among them, one is located in the site of current Gulou hospital with 4202 beds, and the number of beds of each of the other eight hospitals is approximately 700-800. Second, eight hospitals in the second scale gradient can mainly ensure the residents of the transition region have access to adjacent hospitals. Among them, most hospitals have 300-500 beds, and only the scale of the hospital near the Jiangbei business zone reaches 600 beds. Third, the eight smaller hospital scales are 200-350 beds, which can effectively realize the requirement of residents of the marginal area to obtain relatively high-quality medical services from nearby hospitals within 30 min. In short, it can achieve the goal of enabling the residents to reach the nearby high-quality medical service in 30 min even for those dwelling in the outskirts, which is less than the current 65.6 min. . The locations and scales of the calculated hospitals in Nanjing urban area after optimization by the new gravity P-median model.
The Spatial Effect of Optimal Allocation
The location result is able to meet a series of requirements: to match with the population distribution and traffic conditions, to ensure convenient access to high-quality medical services, and so on. Accordingly, it is relatively effective in achieving spatial equilibrium. Concretely, the new spatial layout of hospitals can coordinate the equity with efficiency in terms of spatial travel and economic utility. 
The location result is able to meet a series of requirements: to match with the population distribution and traffic conditions, to ensure convenient access to high-quality medical services, and so on. Accordingly, it is relatively effective in achieving spatial equilibrium. Concretely, the new spatial layout of hospitals can coordinate the equity with efficiency in terms of spatial travel and economic utility.
On the basis of the accessibility analysis by the improved potential model [47] , the rationality of hospital layouts was evaluated before and after optimization. In the current layout, more general hospitals are concentrated in the urban core area and, oppositely, the majority of others are scattered in the outskirts or those transitive areas between the core and the outskirts. Moreover, Figure 5 shows that the current spatial accessibility is significantly different and more hierarchical, with five high-value centers, which fully characterizes the spatial efficiency orientation. It is notable that this has been interpolated by the Kriging interpolation method, based on the value of accessibility for A i that the demand point i patronized all the selected facilities. It enables us to obtain the area-covering information using this geo-statistical analysis.
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On the basis of the accessibility analysis by the improved potential model [47] , the rationality of hospital layouts was evaluated before and after optimization. In the current layout, more general hospitals are concentrated in the urban core area and, oppositely, the majority of others are scattered in the outskirts or those transitive areas between the core and the outskirts. Moreover, Figure 5 shows that the current spatial accessibility is significantly different and more hierarchical, with five highvalue centers, which fully characterizes the spatial efficiency orientation. It is notable that this has been interpolated by the Kriging interpolation method, based on the value of accessibility for Ai that the demand point i patronized all the selected facilities. It enables us to obtain the area-covering information using this geo-statistical analysis. The reason why Kriging interpolation is selected is that the Kriging method, as the typical geo-statistical method, can not only quantify the spatial autocorrelation among the given points, but also explains the spatial distribution trend or characteristics of sampling points within the predicted area. Consequently, it is better than other ordinary deterministic interpolation methods. In terms of the spatial autocorrelation of data, the verification is achieved by semivariogram/covariance analysis in Kriging interpolation in the ArcMap 9.3 software from American ESRI Company. Through the analysis, the "Partial_Sill/Sill" values of the current and suggested layout are 0.93 and 0.45, respectively. Meanwhile, the values of Moran I exponential in the current and suggested layout are 0.18 and 0.25, respectively. It is notable that the Moran s I index is positive, indicating a clustering trend. Accordingly, it can be concluded that the spatial autocorrelation exists among the accessibility values of the demand points in the current and new situation, and as the regionalized variables, which can satisfy the applicability constraint to conduct Kriging interpolation. Another item, in terms of the different types of Kriging, technically and theoretically, there is no denying that the interpolation of the Universal Kriging is better than the Ordinary Kriging and the Simple Kriging. Accordingly, the Universal Kriging is determined to reveal the spatial distribution feature of A i , by integrating the scope of the application and advantage of each kind of Kriging method.
In contrast, Figure 6 shows that the accessibility gradation is more moderate in the new layout. The standard deviation of it is about 3.10, less than 22.71 in the current situation. There exist no fewer comparatively high-value areas which belong to several different levels, respectively, and they are scattered in different parts of the city, which is distinctly different with fewer outstanding high-value areas concentrated in the central urban area in the current situation. What specifically needs to be explained is why the standardized values of A i are comparatively high in the west of Pukou County and moderate in other areas, for example, in the east, southeast, and northwest areas of the city. The reason for this is that the dwellers in the west of Pukou County are fewer in number than many other areas. Consequently, even if there is only one hospital located in this area, it can be conducive in bringing about the comparatively high potentially accessible service resources of demand point i by patronizing the adjacent general hospital(s) here. Meanwhile, there are more dwellers residing in many other areas, and even if there are comparatively more hospitals located to support the convenient service resources, the Ai values can just reach a moderate level.
Notably, the new layout can improve the accessibility of the dwellers residing in the outskirts. Hence, the new layout can better balance the equitable appeals from the dwellers originating in different areas. In essence, comparing the current layout, the equitable degree for all the residents to potentially access the service resources has been feasibly improved in the new situation.
One intractable flaw is that several hospitals are not located in the current urban functional centers, such as the administrative centers or population centers, but are basically in line with the population agglomeration centers of planning or developing regions. Table 2 presents the new layout according to the new gravity P-median model calculation, showing the relative superiority in the comparison of key indices. First, compared with the current layout, the optional one shows a significant advantage in the promotion of fairness. The maximum time and average travel time from the demand points to the nearest hospitals, which is usually used to evaluate the spatial equity [5, 6] , reduces by 54% and 30%, respectively. The promotion of service utility (chance) fairness is also very prominent, and the Gini Coefficient of potentially accessible service resources to the number of residents decreases by nearly 30% after distribution optimization, Table 2 presents the new layout according to the new gravity P-median model calculation, showing the relative superiority in the comparison of key indices. First, compared with the current layout, the optional one shows a significant advantage in the promotion of fairness. The maximum time and average travel time from the demand points to the nearest hospitals, which is usually used to evaluate the spatial equity [5, 6] , reduces by 54% and 30%, respectively. The promotion of service utility (chance) fairness is also very prominent, and the Gini Coefficient of potentially accessible service resources to the number of residents decreases by nearly 30% after distribution optimization, and the standard deviation of the service utility with the time factor reduces to 37% of the current situation. Notably, it emphasizes the opportunity to reach the service for each settlement and is closely related to the time accessibility to one hospital, which can reflect the access chance fairness within a certain time, different from the common public economic utility [33] . Second, in the new layout, regarding the two indices of spatial efficiency, the residents covered by the quantity ratio within 30 min has risen by 13%, and the total travel efficiency can maintain a considerable level of strength, which was measured by the weighted average travel time from all the demand points to hospitals [5, 6] . The calculation process is stated as follows: the initial step is to calculate the weighted travel time sum based on the probability of each demand point to patronize one hospital with Equation (1), and then it is divided by the population of the empirical area. In terms of the utilization efficiency, whose formation is based on the inspiration from Neo-utilitarianism social welfare function put forward by Vickrey W. and Harsanyi J. C., and some service efficiency calculation methods raised by Birkin et al. (1996) [48] , Deverteuil (2000) [4] and Song (2016) [5] , the service utility scale has been improved by 14%, and the average of potentially accessible service resources of all demand points has increased by 14%. Table 2 . The comparative analysis of the key indices for spatial equilibrium between the optimization and current hospital layouts based on A i .
The Contrast Indicator
The Current Layout
Optimal Layout
Ameliorated Degree (by %)
Spatial equity
The maximum time from the demand points to the nearest hospitals (min) 65. 60 
54
The average travel time from the demand points to the nearest hospitals (min) 17. The average of each hospital service utility (to sum the population of each community potentially going for some facility by probability × hospital scale/hospital number, population size × the number of beds) Through the above comparative study of spatial distribution and spatial effect before and after optimal layout, a list of further recognitions based on the elementary results can be drawn as follows:
(1) The new layout of the hospitals is relatively more convenient for residents, more fitting for the population distribution and traffic network layout. Moreover, the new location-allocation result is consistent with the three circles of population and transportation distribution. (2) The utility fairness in accordance with the accessibility opportunity of the new layout is more prominent than the current situation, and the equity orientation is more striking. (3) The degree of spatial equilibrium can be significantly improved in the new layout by the measure with a series of indicators. From the effect of judgement, the indicator system tailored for spatial equilibrium assessment is relatively reliable and objective.
Discussion
The Discussion on the Deficiency of Model Solving
The new layout is better able to meet multiple requirements under the interaction between supply and demand. The requirements include moderate equilibrium distribution, selecting a facility to patronize by the random-probability approach as the allocation rule, and providing a simultaneous solution for location and scale. However, there are some defects in the three hospital locations. First, the hospital in the west of the urban area near the Laoshan area can support convenient medical service for the newly-developed residential area, but it is relatively close to the administrative boundary, which is likely to cause a certain degree of financial wastage. Second, both hospitals are located in Chunhua Town of Jiangning County. This result is considered inappropriate for two reasons. First, owing to the barrier effect from the current freeway, the accessibility to the residents in the vicinity is poor; hence, the model calculation result shows the necessity for two hospitals located in the same town. Second, the new gravity P-median model is an NP-hard problem, and the data size is so large that it is difficult to obtain the global optimal solution in a reasonable time. After weighing the accuracy and time cost, a local optimal solution can be accepted in the empirical study. In many cases, the local optimum can closely reach the desired results to the maximum extent. It is likely that the individual location results, which need to be revised, could be calculated again by the improved or created algorithm. Additionally, because of the partial deviation of the traffic network, population, accessibility, and other data due to manipulation or another factor, the accuracy of the model calculation result is affected to some extent. If the relevant data acquisition is further improved, a better solution closer to the global optimum may be achieved.
Accordingly, since the complicated optimization problem based on large-scale data is quite difficult to solve, we focus on the static stochastic location problem. Contemporarily, quite a few dynamic models have been converted into the static problem by a very large number of scholars, at least the soluble thought originating from "static" model solutions has usually been introduced into dynamic model solutions, which can contribute to decreasing the degree of solving difficulty [43] . However, in reality, the residents demand is often an elastic variable. How to simulate the elastic demand, to determine the key parameters, to build a dynamic location model or scenario planning models [43] , and to design a more efficient algorithm have become a valuable area of study and challenging topic for the future. The simulation of demand involved here is usually based on the third paradigm of scientific research (Computational Science, simulation of complex phenomena). In fact, with the development of the fourth paradigm (Data-Intensive Science [49] ), we will be able to obtain the global multivariate big data to simulate the regular pattern of elastic demand, and to improve the current model or construct the new spatial interaction model. Perhaps the solution of such a critical dynamic factor can also play an unexpected role in promoting the development of a very challenging dynamic location model.
The Complexity of the Solution to the New Gravity P-Median Model
In the past 20 years, some scholars have discussed a series of spatial interaction models which integrate spatial interaction and classical operational research models, from principle elaboration, experiment simulation, or empirical study [3, 11, 34, 44, [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . However, there are still three problems that cannot be ignored and need to be discussed.
First, the current research is mainly based on small-scale data. Accordingly, the practical planning problems at the metropolitan-scale level, with a greater data magnitude and problem scale, have been discussed less. Second, in the numerous recent studies, the "scale" factor has usually been "neglected" or assumed to be equal, which has been a relatively intractable issue. However, it is as important as facility location and needs to be matched with other urban functional elements. Third, more scholars have put emphasis on the "efficiency" target.
To tackle the aforementioned limits, a new gravity P-median model proposed by Song et al. [6] integrates several kinds of modifications for P-median model from other scholars into a framework (2016). However, in the empirical study of this article, the problem scale in the Wuxi urban area is still not comparable to the metropolis. It is, therefore, necessary to perform the empirical research and to test the applicability of the new gravity P-median model for the larger spatial scale and larger data magnitude. There is a significant difference in the data magnitude at different spatial scales. The time matrix data calculated for Wuxi City is for 193 (candidate facilities sites) × 202 (settlements) [5, 6] . However, in this paper, the corresponding time matrix of empirical data in the Nanjing urban area is 974 (candidate facilities sites) × 959 (settlements). It is obvious that the time complexity of the program calculation is much higher than the former calculated for Wuxi City.
It is widely acknowledged that the P-median problem was proved to be an NP-hard problem [43, 55] , and the new gravity P-median model used in the study should also be an NP-hard problem. Thus far, there is no efficient algorithm for the NPC problem with polynomial complexity, only the search with the exponential, and even factorial complexity can be used. True, just on account of the high time complexity, it is the solution to the optional locations of the Nanjing urban area that has been the intractable point.
How to Combine the Ideal Results with Urban Planning and Construction?
Initially, in which type of urban regions can the new gravity P-median model be applied? This model can be utilized in different kinds of development areas, such as developing cities or regions, built-up areas, even a totally new development region, and the like [5, 6] . As the ideal location result is a theoretical discussion, accordingly, the model could be more suitable for the public facilities of developing cities or regions, for example, new expanding areas in metropolises. The circumstance is that the city has been in a period of development, a large number of residents have been gathered, but the facilities are lagging behind. For built-up areas (especially inner-city areas), considering the cost of relocation, the model parameters can be adjusted, or constraint conditions can be added to retain the majority of the facilities as far as possible and only transfer those facilities with poor suitability. To save on financial costs, to "move less" in the built-up areas or establish high-standard branches of large hospitals in the outskirts would be more effective. It could be effective to restrict the locations, or even scales, of some facilities to remain unchanged, and reset others. The major point in this process is which ones should remain intact, which can be identified by comparing different schemes.
Secondly, how the effect of the different scenarios can be assessed? In the course of selecting decision-making schemes of facility locations, we can attempt to compare several location results corresponding to different scenarios, for example, to restrict some unremoved facilities as aforementioned, to set different numbers of facilities, or to set the total service capacity. Then we should assess their respective degree of spatial equilibrium by measuring the degree of equity and efficiency. Accordingly, a relatively feasible scheme appropriate for urban construction will be selected.
Additionally, what other aspects should be noted? In large public facility planning and layout adjustment of the metropolis, owing to limited land use, it will be significant to discuss how to determine the number of facility alternatives and introduce the related factors, including the maximal facility capacity, the relocation cost, etc.
Conclusions and Prospects
The Further Deepening of the Main Logical Framework, Ideas, and Feasibility of the Model
Notably, the welfare maximization principle is a relatively abstract concept in many fields. How to achieve the target in practical urban planning and construction has been an intractable issue, although some concerning theories or measures have been proposed in public economics or management [4, 16, 17] . We have made attempts to transfer the welfare maximization principle, an intricate notion, into spatial equilibrium from economic geography, which can be divided into spatial equity, spatial efficiency, utility (chance) fairness, and facility utilization efficiency, with a concrete and implementable methodology. Additionally, these four spatial layout requirements have been integrated into location-allocation model building and spatial distribution rationality evaluation. In essence, whichever one of the two sections is designed in accordance with the aforementioned four requirements, which brings positive merits to the achievement of welfare maximization and spatial equilibrium.
The issue concerning the feasibility of new hospital layouts is worth thinking about and has been discussed through comparisons based on a series of indices and methods between before and after hospital layout optimization. Moreover, what is more convincing, based on the empirical analysis approach, the new gravity P-median model has been tested in two different regions, which are Nanjing City in this paper and Wuxi City, a major city of China [5, 6] . Frankly, it is undeniable that there are several flaws in the new layout result; nevertheless, the problem can be tackled with more specialized and advanced algorithms. Furthermore, the model can be applied to decision-making regarding public infrastructure locations and scales in urban planning and construction in developing areas, the inner city, and even areas already developed to a certain extent. In these circumstances, the ability to make specific, local adjustments to the concerning parameters or to add new constraint conditions to the model will be of great value. Notably, there are many studies which can be explored in depth to help manage the various interests of planners and scholars.
The Research Value of Equilibrium Allocation Based on the New Gravity P-Median Model
In the process of urban spatial expansion in the past, there were some oversights in the overall spatial planning and precise dynamic planning of general hospitals which led to the local spatial structure imbalance in the current layout [5, 6] . Thus, the effectiveness of social welfare and the geographical effects of the financial expenditure have been questioned. To achieve a new spatial layout of hospitals with rational thought is a moderately attractive proposition. With the advancement of medical reform and the introduction of market mechanisms, general public hospitals in metropolises have been pushed into the competitive environment to strive for a "patients market". Hence, new supply and demand scenarios need to be included in the framework of the location decision. How to deal with the layout structure imbalance of hospitals and the interaction between supply and demand in the new competitive situation, and to relatively accurately determine their location and scale, have become important and challenging problems.
Correspondingly, there are a series of requirements or objectives for large public hospitals that need to be considered simultaneously [5, 6, 11, 34, 44] . The requirements refer to public welfare maximization, the balance of fairness and efficiency, the probability allocation rule to reflect the competitive situation, the scale factor embedded to characterize service quality equity, and utilization efficiency. The new gravity P-median model can be selected to deal with the above requirements. Such a study can verify the effectiveness of the new gravity P-median model in solving the facility location problem under the conditions of large spatial scale and multi-agent competition, providing a reference for the construction of those facilities' location-allocation models with multiple facilities and multiple objectives in the interaction of the multiple factors, and providing a decision-making basis for urban facility allocation as well.
The Research Value Clarified from the Perspective of a Greater Board Research Scope
Through the overview of the current literature since the 1960s, from the fields of geography, urban planning, management, and the like, location allocation and layout rationality assessment are the major sections in public facility locations research and in the course of urban public service resources configuration [4, 56, 57] , typically represented by public general hospitals. Such a location rationality issue will be closely related, and contribute significantly, to social public welfare sustainable distribution.
As for the layout rationality assessment, the main direction is to evaluate the equity degree of the layout base on spatial accessibility analysis [31, 33] , whilst the research of location efficiency seems to be less prosperous and mature. In terms of this distinctive contrast, it is not unusual for scholars to prefer the equity topic [36, 37] . Numerous scholars tend to place more emphasis on the realization of equitable appeal from the social members who initiatively tend to strive for fairness. Whereas the planning and construction authorities are usually inclined towards efficiency within the limited financial budget [58] . As for facility location allocation, the effective approach is to build or modify corresponding operational research models for the concrete location selection or optimization target. How to achieve the spatial equilibrium in such models has attracted a large number of scholars to trying to tackle this issue. Whereas, in fact, numerous models for public facility allocation usually focus on the single orientation objective, equity, or efficiency [11, 30, 32, 34, 35] , fewer models lay the emphasis on both of the two objectives (for example, Reference [44, 59] ).
Accordingly, on the basis of coordinating the equity objective with efficiency, we have combined location allocation with layout evaluation while designing the corresponding location optimization models and spatial equilibrium evaluation indices. Particularly, we endeavored to advance the relevant study in the field of public service resource spatial rational distribution, from the construction of a methodological system to practical solution process exploration.
Deficiency and Prospect
The limitation of our above study mainly involves three aspects. First, it is unsatisfactory to obtain four unsuitable hospitals locations, although the whole optimization layout result is comparatively feasible with the new gravity P-median model. Second, this study only involves the elementary link of the facilities planning and construction system. On the basis of the location scheme, some key items will be taken into consideration, for example, stakeholder participation in the subsequent construction phase. Third, from the aspects of theory and application, currently, it is a bit difficult to promote this model on a large scale in practical urban management and planning because of the comparatively high complexity and difficulty finding a solution.
Moreover, the following four aspects could be of interest to future researchers. First, there are some study cases on the location selection of hierarchical facilities [11, 12, 60, 61] , and these subjects deserve more attention. Second, the coordination between the different types of public facilities in recent years has been sought after [62, 63] , among them, the harmonious construction of medical facilities and pension facilities is worthy of attention. Third, it will be a valuable issue to discuss the planning and construction stages and the framework of stakeholder participation [64] . Furthermore, facility planning and construction is not only a spatial location issue, but also a social issue, herein it could involve the interests of existing residents, industrial and commercial enterprises, and other groups, particularly in the subsequent construction phase. Fourth, it will be possible to improve the model's applicability by integrating it with GIS (Geographic Information System), which will enable the urban construction authorities to apply it as a solution more easily and effectively. How it will be possible to manipulate it is the major concern. To tackle the difficulty of considering multiple factors at the same time in the new gravity P-median model, the location results could be corrected by human-computer interaction according to the information of land use, topography, hydrology, and other geographical elements in the GIS. Additionally, on the basis of this integration, the spatial decision support system could be constructed to calculate the location results more responsively to the distribution of urban functional elements. 
